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CHEAP SPLINTS.
MR. H. WOODCOCK, M.R.C.S. (Leeds) writes: In reply to "Ambulance,"
splints can be obtained from Nussey, of 11, Leyburn Place, Beeston
Hill, Leeds, at about one-quarter the price charged by "ordinary
dealers."

AN:ESTHESIA AND SUGGESTION IN DENTAL OPERATIONS.
P.V.K.-Though there have been occasional large dental operations
practised successfully under hypnotism, with complete anHesthesia of
the patient such as that described by Dr. J. Milne Bramwell, in the
Journal of the British Dental Association in 1890. yet, after some inquiry,
we have not learnt that such a method of ancesthesla is in common use
in the practice of any dentists in England.

BooiKs ON WATER TESTING.
AMATEUR.-We presume that our correspondent means a work on water

analysis. Water "testing" is a term employed with regard to the
application of qualitative tests to water-a proceeding the results of
which, except in very experienced hands, are often exceedingly mis-
leading. The works of Frankland (Water Analy8si), Cornelius Fox
(Analysis of Wrater, Air, and Food), and E. A. Parkes (Practical Hygiene)
may be consulted. We may point out, however, that highly technical
work of this kind should only be undertaken by those who have had
special training and experience.

TH:E TITLE OF DOCTOR.
J. W. P.-This question is constantly cropping up, and seems as far as
ever from practical settlement. Our correspondent does not appear to
understand Mr. Hutchinson's contention, which is that the word
Doctor prefixed to a medical man's name does not imply the posses-
sion of the degree of M.D., but as the dictionaries define it and as it
is frequently used in common parlance, " one who undertakes the cure
of diseases," " a physician," and that it is on a par with " Reverend"-
one who undertakes the cure of souls. Whether Mr. Hutchinson be
right or wrong is another question, but that is the basis from which
he starts his argument. There is, we believe, a by-law of the London
College of Physicians intimating that its Licentiates are not entitled
to call themselves " Doctors" in virtue of that licence; but there are,
it Is stated, many hundreds who do so all over the country, and we are
not aware that the London College has thought it desirable in any case
practically to interfere with their so doing or to endeavour to enforce
such by-law.

NOTES, LETTERS, Ete.

WE are much indebted to Dr. Powell, of Bristol, Dr. Horder, of Cardiff,
Dr. MacVail, and Dr. R. E. Burgess, who have favoured Dr. R. Caesar and
ourselves with three copies of the Truth about V'accination.

A SIMPLE DROP BOTTLE.
E. J. T. writes: The drop bottle described and depicted in the BRITISH
MEDICAL JOURNAL of October 1st by Dr. McGee is in common use in
Italy, and it is a very convenient way of measuring strong medicines.

KELLY'S LONDON MEDICAL DIRECTORY.
M.B., M.A. writes: The new departure taken by the editors and pub-
lishers of Kelly's London Medical Directory in prepaying the reply to
their queries is a step in the right direction. They deserve the best
tihanks of the profession.

AN AMBITIOUS YOUNrG MAN.
THE Lyon Medical Is responsible for the following professional joke: "I
am ambitious," said a young man to his father. ' I long for glory and
success; but how am I to attain them? Shall I become a general, or a
writer, or a great politician ?" " Choose none of these careers, my son,
find a new microbe."

CHOLERA AND ALCOHOL.
THE Indian Medical Gazette states that, owing to the priests at Astrabad
having preached that cholera in that province Is due to the use of
alcohol, the mob attacked the liquor shops and looted the Armenian
merchants, who are Russian merchants. This is a highly profitable
form of anti-alcoholic zeal, but even Sir Wilfrid Lawson would doubt-
less take exception to such a mode of enforcing temperance principles.

THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR LONDON FOGS.
IN the Pall Mall Gazette of October 4th an interesting decision as to the
responsibility for London fogs was recorded as having been delivered
in the Spalding County Court on the previous day. The action was one
against a railway company for delay in the delivery of goods. " The
defence, which was successful, attributed the delay to a London fog,
and the fog to 'the act of God.' The Scriptures might be quoted, no
doubt, as an authority in that sense with regard to darkness in general,
but we wonder what Mr. Ernest Hart and the smoke abatement people
would say to it."
*** The epidemic prevalence of cholera, typhus and typhoid, of

bubonic plague, and sweating sickness have been so regarded, and in
many places are still spoken of in this (as we think rather Impious)
sense as implying a special act of Providence, and not, as the fact is,
human neglect and ignorance. So also lightning from the clouds un-
til we learned something of the nature of electricity and the use of
iron rods as conductors. Drainage and legislative prevention of smoke
would be equally efficacious in dissipating the darkness and preventing
the frequency of fogs.

EPITHELIOMA OF THE LIP IN WOMEN.
DR. LANCASTER JOYCE (Medical Officer to the Falcarragh Dispensary,-
County Donegal) writes: Having read letters in the BRITISH MEDICAL
JOURNAL of Dr. George G. Sinclair and Surgeon-Major J. Maitland on
the above subject. I must add that in my Dractice of thirty-three years I
have only met with one case-a woman of Tory Island, who came here
to consult nme in August last. I told her it was cancer, and she asked
me to remove it, which I did, making the usual v-shaped incision. I
had to take a large piece of the lip out, as the disease was far advanced.
The wound healed by first intention. The patient told me that both her
father and brother died of the same disease. She had never smoked.
Epithelioma of the lower lip is very common among men in this part
of county Donegal. I have never yet met with a case of it in the upper
lip.

TEA AND THE ART OF TEA-DRINKING.
DR. C. D'EYNCOURT CHAMBERLAIN, R.N. (Devonport) writes: With reference
to Dr. Woodward's query, as far as I know, the Japanese do not make
tea in the way stated in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of September
10th, page 580, and my experience of tea making In Japan is moderately
wide. Having speDt a great deal of time there in towns, villages ani
remote parts, travelling about, and not caring for " liquor," and being
afraid of water, tea was my beverage, and I found the universal way of
making the same was by putting very little more than a pinch of tea in
a pot, pouring hot, very seldom boiling, water over it, and bringing it
straight to you and pouring the beverage into a cup; so the tea in
ordinary parlance, certainly never stood for more than a minute ana a
half, as each pot held only a cupful, so for a second cup a fresh brew
was required. Then, again, Japanese tea is decidedly different from
Chinese, Indian, or Ceylon. I have tried it made after the English
fashion, and it was Impossible to drink it.
There is a very good article " On Cultivation of Tea and the Customs

in Japan," on page 570, vol. 1886, of the English Illustrated Magazine.
I have some scores of Japanese teapots, having made a collection while
abroad, but not one of these is as described in the BRITISH MBDICAL
JOURNAL, nor have I seen one of the kind in all my ramblings in the
Land of the Rising Sun. I have one such as described from Tak-Hir, a
town in the province of Hainau (China), but the ordinary Chinese tea-
pot Is somewhat like our own, of which I have several specimens. I:
shall be very pleased to lend Dr. Woodward any of my teapots, etc., for
his lecture, should he care to have them, and I certainly think tea d la
Japanese is by far the nicest way of making it, though the taste for the
same mav be an acquired one.

*** Dr. Chamberlain describes correctly the Japanese method of
making tea. I have repeatedly referred to and commended it in the
editorial pages of the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL. It is, however, not
so well suited for Chinese or Indian teas prepared for the European mar-
kets, which are already spoiled to a delicate palate or to one accus-
tomed to the more delicate, less highly cured, sundried, teas, which
the natives of Japan themselves drink, or the Sinshin tea, which well-
to-do persons drink in China. The little Japanese teapots with porce-
lain strainers to whichlI referred, and as to which Dr. Woodward
asked where they can be had, are made for the English market, and are
to be had or ordered through most tea dealers, china shops, and many
drapers. They enable our highly-burnt and strong-flavoured Indian,
Chinese, and Ceylon teas to be rapidly infused and quickly withdrawe
from the teapot and to be drunk with some satisfaction without
milk * or sugar-as tea ought to be drunk. Tea which requires
to be drunk with milk and sugar Is tea so spoilt by repeated
firing and fermentation, so coarse and bitter, that it is necessary to dis-
guise its bitterness with sugar, and to neutralise its astringency by a

fluid in finely-suspended albumen, such as milk; that is to say, we first
make our tea unpalatable and: semi-poisonous, and then minimise its
nauseous and bad qualities by additions which drown the delicate
flavour. The Japanese drink their delicate infusion of properly-pre-
pared tea at very frequent intervals during the day. It has a delicious
aroma, and is very delicate in flavour; its colour is that of very pale
manzanilla sherry (of which it has something of the flavour). More
water is never poured on to the leaves than suffices for the little cup or

cups to be filled at the moment; and when more is wanted, the hot
water is again poured on to the same leaves, which will serve for three,
or four successive little cups. Boiling water is avoided; it dissipates,
the aroma and injures the flavour of the tea; water at about 1400 is
used. The process of infusion lasts rarely more than a minute.
The cups are not more than a third of the size of those whicb
we use. Tea is offered to drink on all occasions in Japan: when
paying or receiving a visit, when making purchases of any length'
in the inner room of a shop or store, at every meal, when rest-
ing on a journey at seven-mile stages. It is supplied free in the
first-class railway carriages, and is brought round at the railway sta-
tions. I have often drunk the complimentary 0-cha ten or fifteen times
in the day, but never suffered indigestion or nervousness as the conse-

quence. No one, indeed, ever spoke to me in Japan of tea drinking
producing such consequences, and when I asked the question it pro-
duced much hilarity. It Is very refreshing, and I fancy enabled me to-
bear much fatigue and incessant visits and "interviews" without ex-

haustion. I attribute the absence of any bad effects from so much tea'
drinking amongst a nation of universal and incessant tea drinkers
to the rational method of preparing the tea leaf and of infusing it.-
ERNEST HART.

CORRECTION.-In the notice of the Annual Museum gublished at page
741, the address of Mr. A. Fournet should have een given as 18,
Bentinck Street. Welbeck Street, W.
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